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Executive Summary
The aim of ACCURATE project is to develop a close-to-production high precision positioning on-board unit
(OBU), which is based on tight heterogeneous sensor fusion and can be integrated on automated driving
platforms for any vehicle to reach SAE levels 4 and 5 of driving automation. The OBU will make use of the
accuracy and integrity of the EGNSS components and services in a multifrequency approach, especially
taking advantage of E5a and E5b. Additionally, an implementation of differential GNSS will be used as well
as fusion with an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and perception sensors to enhance the capabilities of
the positioning systems in adverse conditions. In a safety-critical approach, certification in accordance with
the automotive industry functional-safety standard International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
26262 will be taken into account during the design phase.
As part of the ACCURATE project, WP6 has the objective of preparing the ground for commercialization of
the results, in accordance with the defined Business Plan. This will be achieved by conducting a market
study, updating the pre-business plan, promoting certification of the hybrid positioning system and
approaching standardization bodies to promote ACCURATE outcome when possible.
Deliverable D6.1 shall analyze information relevant to GNSS and automotive industries to support sound
strategy definition in terms of market opportunities, penetration and development. This includes
identification of key relevant stakeholders.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose of Document
The key objectives of the ACCURATE project are to develop a close to production high precision positioning
prototype system for SAE levels 4 and 5 autonomous driving cars, to demonstrate its commercial potential,
and to prepare the ground for commercialization of the prototype.
The purpose of this Market Research Analysis is to present the results of market research and stakeholder
mapping analysis. For that purpose, market trends and key players in GNSS and automotive industries are
analyzed.
This initial report intends to provide inputs from all partners to identify the potential market possibilities
for ACCURATE OBU. This document will be the basis to carry out a detailed study to provide the final
Business Exploitation plan.

1.2 Intended Audience
The nature of this document is public. The primary target audience includes the members of the
consortium, for whom this document provides guideline for the planning of exploitation plans for the
ACCURATE OBU.
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2 Proposed Offering
ACCURATE will pave the way towards the development of a high precise positioning (HPP) system for
leveraging high levels of automated driving Society of Automotive Engineering (SAE) L4 and L5 [3] for any
type of vehicle (cars, buses, trucks) by:
•

Development of close-to-production (TRL 7) automotive on-board unit (OBU) prototype for Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) based positioning.

•

Use of accuracy and integrity of the European Global Navigation Satellite System (EGNSS) components
and services in a multi constellation and multi frequency approach specially taking advantage of E5a
and E5b bands.

•

Tight fusion of on-board perception sensors (including LiDAR, camera) and GNSS high precision
positioning outputs for localization.

•

Handling adverse weather conditions (rain, snow) by using GNSS not impacted by weather.

•

A level of confidence on the position level that is based not only on GNSS measurements (as traditional
integrity parameters do) but on the combination of all positioning information sources and the
enhanced maps.

•

Integration of OBU with the vehicle Telematics and Control Unit.

•

Safety-critical approach from design: certification in accordance with the automotive industry
functional-safety standard ISO 26262.

•

Inclusion of GNSS technologies in L4 and L5 validation and prototypical certification pipelines.

•

Design and calculation of impact and parameters required from the positioning system and how data
fusion will ensure the localization level required to enable L4 and L5 levels of automation.

•

Urban/Highway scenario capable: in highway environments, GNSS plays a more relevant role whereas
in urban environments perception sensors do.

Additionally, special attention will be paid to the certification process of positioning requirements and
higher levels of automated driving. ACCURATE will also study how to include the GNSS based positioning
technology in the validation channel by making use of the most advanced simulation and scenario
generation tools where not only the scene and vehicle dynamics are simulated generating a digital twin but
also the constellation and the GNSS signal’s impact related to the specific scenario are considered. The
increased complexity to validate emerging technologies implemented in Connected and Automated Driving
vehicles is one of the biggest barriers for their market introduction. The current validation is based on
specific scenes and manoeuvres related to aiding driving functionalities where only relative positioning is
required.
7
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Finally, security from design concepts will be included to minimize and limit the damage from any bug or
vulnerability. Software based assistive solutions need an extra robustness against external attackers
(spoofing and synthetic signal generation) by making use of EGNSS’ open service navigation message
authentication (OS-NMA).
Over the project lifetime, the partners intend to advance existing technologies from TRLs between 3 and 4
(considering modelling, multi-sensor hybridization) to TRL 7 with a system prototype demonstration in
operational environment. A fundamental driver of this project is to not only define algorithms and
autonomous manoeuvring using sensor data but also to integrate the global solution in real Automated
Driving Platforms such as Drive4U from Valeo, one of the most important TIER1 providers in the automotive
sector.

2.1 ACCURATE Product
ACCURATE will develop a high precision multivehicle positioning OBU based on tight heterogeneous sensor
fusion that will easily integrate with Automated Driving platforms for any vehicle for reaching SAE L4 and
L5 of automated driving.
Current market research states that the next big trend in the road transport industry will be self-driving
vehicles. However, these will not be able to operate unless scalable and affordable highly performing
positioning engines are developed and made available, which use optimally the data from multiple sensors
forming a hybrid innovative solution. This must be based on GNSS, as it is the only technology capable of
enabling accurate timing and absolute positioning knowledge.
For the calculation of position, a small error can have a high impact in the accuracy, which can result in a
decrease in safety in the context of autonomous cars [4]. In other words, to enable autonomous driving,
accuracy is a key requirement, so position needs to be available at maximum decimeter level no matter
where, when or under which conditions. However, this does not seem conceivable based on existing
technological solutions. For improving the current receiver capabilities, the data obtained from different
sensors must be combined.
In this field, the ACCURATE project works with two main objectives. On the one hand, to develop a high
precision positioning system integrated in the automated driving platform. On the other hand, the project
aims to include EGNSS technologies in L4-L5 validation and certification pipelines for automated functions.
To enable L4-L5, the required parameters and impacts from the positioning system and data fusion will be
included. Additionally, the scenario requirements and testing protocols will be defined.
Furthermore, according to the technological requirements, the solution will include at least:
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1.

A multi-constellation (including Galileo) based chipset/receiver,

2.

Other tightly integrated sensors, and

3.

Additional software and hardware parts to interface the OBU with the other subsystems of the

overall automated driving system.
The consortium works with mass-market safety certified GNSS chipsets provided by the only European
company specialized in this field, ST Microelectronics.
The innovative approach followed by ACCURATE will represent a significant step forward in bringing Galileo
closer to the community as well as making Europe’s industry more capable of leading the race towards
autonomous vehicles.

2.2 Target market sector
The end user group of the offering includes anyone driving vehicles with Automated Driving functions (or
ADAS – Advanced Driver Assistance Systems) on the world’s roads and in need of a high precision
positioning, although the ACCURATE product will be “transparent” to the end user. Moreover, road
authorities and public transport service providers, as well as shared mobility innovators, will be able to
include the ACCURATE results into their products for enhanced mobility services that leverage automated
driving functions. The final product might reach users through several channels. The following customer
segments are identified:
•

Vehicle manufacturers: OEMs will be able to include the proposed offering as part of their products.

•

Tier 1: Dedicated HPP software/hardware combination for ADAS and Automated Driving functions.

•

Tier 2: Software product or licenses for high precision position-based service and/or application

development.
•

Transportation companies and shared mobility providers: After-market products (based on

ACCURATE concept).
•

Logistics companies: After-market products (based on ACCURATE concept).

•

Civil protection: After-market products (based on ACCURATE concept).

ACCURATE will provide benefits for those using EGNSS services and applications that exploit the potential
of the Galileo system. For this reason, many different societal segments may find this project beneficial.
The developed solution will be tested in cars initially, and the project aims to create a solution that can be
applicable for the rest of vehicles in the future. This flexibility regarding implementation creates additional
value for the ACCURATE project.
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3 GNSS market size and structure
3.1 General analysis
The 2019 GNSS Market Report [2] states that the market for GNSS devices is expected to grow during the
next decade. The market grows from 2 billion units in 2021 to 2.8 billion units in 2029 with an annual growth
of 4.3%. Figure 1 shows the GNSS receiver shipments by price categories. The type of receivers that falls
between €5 and €150 includes the road applications and this segment has a growth rate of 14.4% moving
from 224 million units in 2021 to 654 million units in 2029. The GNSS subsystem of the ACCURATE OBU will
be part of that segment serving autonomous vehicles on the road.

Figure 1 GNSS receiver shipments by price categories [2]

The overall installed base of GNSS devices is expected to grow from 6 billion units to 10 billion units in the
next ten years. Even though Consumer Solutions is the major contributor to the total number, as shown
below in Figure 2, Road segment is expected to grow and stands at approximately 1.2 billion units by
2029.

Figure 2 Global installed base of GNSS devices by segments [2]
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In terms of cumulative revenue in the GNSS market, Road and Consumer solutions are expected to
dominate with a combined total share of approximately 93% for the next decade. In vehicle systems (IVS),
ADAS and fleet management generate the most revenues in the Road segment.

Figure 3 Cumulative revenue by segment 2019-2029 [2]

The global GNSS downstream market revenues from both devices and services are expected to grow from
€150 billion in 2019 to €325 billion in 2029 with a Compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 8%. The main
growth drivers are the revenue from mass market mid-end devices that costs less than €150 and the
revenue from augmentation services. The latter is set to grow from €32 billion in 2021 to nearly €65
billion in 2029 at a rate of 9.3% every year. Augmentation services include GNSS related software
products, contents like digital maps and GNSS augmentation subscriptions similar to the TerraStar X
technology from Hexagon. Added-value service revenues contribute the most with a value of €166 billion
in 2029. This category covers location-based applications, smartphone apps etc.

Figure 4 Total GNSS revenues 2019-2029 [2]
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3.2 Geographical split and Europe’s position
The map in the figure below provides the size of GNSS related revenues from key regions mainly focusing
on countries contributing with a large market share. The revenue figures cover both the revenues
generated by the shipment of GNSS devices and the revenues from the service market.

Figure 5 Revenue split in the GNSS industry in 2017 [2]

The United States leads the global GNSS market with a share of 28% of the total industry revenues. This is
due to the presence of key component and receiver manufacturers, system integrators, and service
providers in the country. Europe is catching up with the United States with a revenue share of 27%. This is
2% higher than the 2015 figure. The rapid growth of countries such as China, Japan and South Korea must
be highlighted, which together contribute to 35% of the total industry revenues.
To reflect the ever-increasing diversity in the downstream GNSS industry three main categories have been
defined as shown in Figure 6. Component and receiver manufacturers form the base of the industry by
producing chips, antennas, other components and finally the complete receivers. System integrators
integrate GNSS receivers into multifunctional devices such as cars and smartphones where GNSS provides
added value to the product’s functionalities. Finally, Service providers deliver capabilities to users, like
augmentation services or use Position, Navigation, and Timing (PNT) for new products and services. The
end-to-end value chain includes a range of participants like Hexagon that plays roles at multiple levels
whereas others are specialized. Companies from the United States lead all three segments of the value
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chain leading to a high revenue share. In the last years, companies in Europe such as Hexagon, STM, ublox, Here and Tomtom are marking their position in the top 10 revenue rankings.

Figure 6 Top 10 companies across the GNSS industry value chain based on 2017 revenues [2]

Europe’s share of revenue coming from Component and receiver manufacturers stands at 27%. Within
that category, Europe leads with 49% share in the Road segment as presented in Figure 7. Focusing on the
System integrators category, Europe’s revenue share is 27% as well. Among GNSS augmentation and
added-value service providers, Europe holds the second place with a 31% revenue share.

Figure 7 Component and receiver manufacturers (Europe: 27%) [2]
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3.3 GNSS in automotive sector
3.3.1

Key trends

This section lists down the most relevant market trends in the field of GNSS applications for the automotive
market and users.
There is a need for high precision positioning and reliable localization data for all types of vehicles with
automated driving functions, and in particular for SAE Levels 4-5. High precision position information
enables a vehicle to drive accurately and safely within the local environment. The GNSS system does not
face issues other sensors face, like cameras failing in heavy snow. GNSS, along with high accuracy
augmentation services, is at the center of autonomous driving technology. GNSS is the key source for
absolute positioning information and is used together with relative positioning technologies based on
LiDAR, radar, and cameras.
Governments are showing their support for the development of automated driving by promoting the use
of public roads for testing, as well as the use of autonomous vehicles to foster shared mobility. The recent
discussion between the German automotive industry and the government to pass a bill to permit the roll
out of L4 vehicles on the streets mainly for ride sharing shows the interest from OEMs and the law makers
[5]. GNSS is a key enabler for this service and business model, to find the assets and for service providers
to manage them.
Changes in business models are taking place. OEMs aim for owning GNSS data and there are more and more
companies focused on collecting and processing data. Combining GNSS information with Big Data
processing enables decisions to be made which use these two technologies to cross-check results and
ensure that data received about an object has reliability and value. This technology combination can
provide enhanced prediction and optimization services to OEMs and road infrastructure companies to
improve efficiency of operations.
Cybersecurity is a big challenge that organizations and individuals will face in the next decades. Since GNSS
has become a pillar of our economy, just like the Internet, it is a possible target for cybercriminals. The
GNSS spoofing that happened at the 2019 Geneva Motor Show reinforced the case for GNSS spoofing
protection in mass-market products. Improving robustness against GNSS spoofing is therefore increasingly
put on the agenda of all car makers and of the entire GNSS automotive value chain. The European Union
has been a pioneer in the field oﬀering a portfolio of authentication capabilities including Galileo OS-NMA.
Public OS-NMA testing has started recently [6].
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There are political drivers that influence the market too: the message in Europe is clear with the European
Commission citing intelligent transport systems within cars – using satellite or other information
technologies – as a potential answer to some of the major issues for the coming years and notably with
regard to congestion and climate change.
New legislation also plays a role. The eCall initiative, for example, is intended to bring rapid assistance to
motorists involved in a collision anywhere in the European Union and this means that all new cars are
equipped with connectivity as of 2018, which in turn enables a car to benefit from many other connected
services. Currently it is being discussed to extend the eCall feature to trucks, two-wheelers, etc. Finally,
there are social drivers linked to the way people live nowadays. In general, people become more and more
technology-abled, but this also implies a certain dependency on technology.

3.3.2

GNSS requirements from automotive applications and EGNSS services

GNSS applications for road transportation and automotive users are categorized into three main categories.
Firstly, Smart mobility applications are the ones that improve efficiency, effectiveness and comfort of the
road users. Navigation, fleet management and satellite-based road traffic monitoring services are a few
examples of this category. Secondly, Safety related applications leverage secure and precise positioning
information to scenarios of potential harm or damage to humans or the environment. Connected and
automated driving, eCall and dangerous goods tracking are a few examples of this category. Thirdly, based
on position information, Liability applications can generate significant legal or economic consequences.
Some services that fall under this category are road user charging, telematics-based insurance and smart
tachographs.
These demanding applications require good GNSS performance, whose parameters ensure integrity,
accuracy and reliability of the data. To support the deployment of fully automated and connected vehicles
on top of reliable and accurate digital maps, a high precision positioning system is needed. As it can be seen
in Figure 8, accuracy, authentication, availability, integrity, robustness and time to first fix are the key GNSS
requirements for road transportation and automotive users.
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Figure 8 Overview of main user requirements of GNSS road applications [2]

EGNSS will provide significant added value to the connected and automated vehicles of the future. The
Open Service from EGNSS provides an open and free of charge set up for positioning and timing services.
The Open Service Navigation Message Authentication (OS-NMA), provided on E1 and E5, will enable end
users to verify the source of the navigation message. The signals carry authenticated data, so that the users
can make sure that the signals come from a Galileo satellite and not from a malicious source. This
contributes to the mitigation of spoofing attacks, and differentiates Galileo from the rest of the GNSS
services available to the mass market.
The High Accuracy Service, EGNSS’ high accuracy feature, to be provided on E6 signals is expected to enable
an accuracy of 20 centimetres that aids autonomously driving cars to acquire and maintain lane level
accuracy.
In summary, Galileo’s array of services fits perfectly in the evolution towards higher accuracy and integrity
for autonomous vehicles.

3.3.3

Recent developments and future market evolution

With an expanding list of in car applications and services that rely on GNSS position data, the source of
GNSS PNT becomes a part of the vehicle itself rather than brought-in devices like Personal Navigation
Devices (PND). Since new vehicles are being equipped with In-Vehicle Systems, see Figure 9, shipment of
IVS has more than doubled from almost 17 million units in 2011 to more than 40 million units in 2018.
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Figure 9 Shipments of GNSS devices by application 2008-2018 [2]

The dominance of IVS is expected to continue in the next decade, as shown in Figure 10, growing at the rate
of 6% leading to an annual shipment of 80 million units in 2029. The shipment of GNSS integrated ADAS is
expected to be around 250,000 units in 2025. With the increased adoption of SAE level 4 and 5 cars, GNSS
shipment related to ADAS functionality is expected to be around 10 million in 2029 with a CAGR of 150%.

Figure 10 Shipments of GNSS devices by application 2019-2029 [2]
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The IVS being shipped today support applications such as navigation, remote diagnostics and assisted
driving. The future IVS are expected to support more complex applications, including automated driving. As
shown in Figure 11, it is evident that the market penetration of the GNSS enabled applications will grow
sharply in the coming years.

Figure 11 Uptake of GNSS applications across new vehicle shipments 2019-2029 [2]

Globally, the number of GNSS devices installed in the road transportation and automotive segment is
expected to increase from 584 million units to around 1.12 billion units in 2029. The Europe region is
expected to grow from 205 million in 2021 to 341 million in 2029 accounting to 33% of the total installation.

Figure 12 Installed base of GNSS devices for road applications by region 2019-2029 [2]
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The total revenue from the GNSS market, including devices and services, is expected to grow gradually in
the next decade. The revenue that stands currently at 65 billion is expected to be around 100 billion in
2029, with Europe contributing the biggest share of 38 billion units.

Figure 13 Revenue from GNSS devices sales and services for road applications by region 2019-2029 [2]
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4 Stakeholder analysis: main players and current offerings
4.1 GNSS industry
The following Figure 14 lists the key GNSS players and competitors in the road and automotive market. This
value chain includes the key European and global companies. European companies lead the components
and receiver manufacturer leg of the value chain with 48% of the top 14 companies. European companies
held the top four out of global top five places, with the contribution from Hexagon, u-blox, STM and
TomTom. In the system integrator space European companies led by VW, Bosch and FCA have a turnover
share of 34% of the top 24 companies.

Figure 14 Companies in the Road Transportation and Automotive value chain in 2017 [2]
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4.2 Autonomous Driving industry

Figure 15 40+ Corporations Working On Autonomous Vehicles [7]

Several companies across the globe are engaging in research and development of both semi and fully
autonomous vehicles. These companies come from a myriad of industries. This includes traditional OEMs,
tier one suppliers including GNSS companies, technology companies, software companies and ride sharing
companies.

4.3 Product and service offerings from ACCURATE partners
This section gives a brief introduction to the consortium partners, their offerings to the GNSS and
automotive markets, and their role in the industry value chain.
FDC is an SME specialized in space and security offering secure GNSS modules for critical applications. FDC
falls under the component and receiver manufacturer category of the industry value chain. In particular,
FDC develops secure GNSS modules targeting road applications. One of the key features proposed by FDC
is the implementation of spoofing and jamming detection algorithms (including the Galileo OS-NMA
feature) but also hardware security. As part of ACCURATE FDC will adapt its GNSS solutions for security and
safety requirements of L4/L5 autonomous vehicles.
Hexagon plays multiple roles in the value chain with several offerings. As a components and receiver
manufacturer it manufactures Reference (Ground Truth) Receivers, Cards built on own technology, hard
and software, antennas. Hexagon is also an integrator of full vehicle sensor sets, computers and by-wire
systems for autonomous vehicles development. As a Tier1/ Tier2 Hexagon provides positioning software
and antennas to OEMs. It also provides augmentation services with its TerraStar and Smartnet offerings.
Intempora’s main product is RTMaps, a component-based software development and execution
environment for real-time, high bandwidth, multi-streams applications. RTMaps is becoming the
middleware of choice for many OEMs when green field projects do not dictate the use of legacy
technologies. Intempora’s customers include OEMs and Tier1s.
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NavCert provides worldwide technical services, verification, validation, testing and certification services in
the area of positioning and navigation. The core business activities are within the fields of positioning,
navigation and timing as well as vehicle telematics. On account of this NavCert is Notified Body (NB 2603)
for European Electronic Toll Service and Chair of expert groups EETS. Furthermore, NavCert is member of
standardisation groups in ISO, CEN and ETSI. NavCert runs an ISO 17025 accredited GNSS laboratory. With
the TÜV SÜD product services, NavCert has a cooperation agreement, which allows NavCert to market TÜV
SÜD quality logo certifications in the area of GNSS applications. In the value chain presented above, NavCert
plays the role of a service provider focusing on testing and certification laboratories.
Valeo is a Tier1 supplier supplying a wide range of products to automakers and the aftermarket. As a
technology company, Valeo designs innovative solutions for smart mobility, with a particular focus on
intuitive driving and reducing CO2 emissions. Drive4U is Valeo’s high-level automated vehicle platform
where all the new functionalities are tested, validated and showcased. The objective is to prepare all the
elements, sensors, ECUs for next generation of automated vehicle systems to be integrated into an OEM’s
vehicle. Valeo’s Telematics Control Unit (TCU) is the state-of-the-art vehicular communication and
telematics unit. The unit provides 5G, WLAN, Bluetooth, V2X, and HPP GNSS capabilities to the vehicles
equipped with it.
VICOM is an applied research institution with an expertise in the development of advanced computer vision
and semantic analysis of multimedia content solutions for the automotive industry and security sectors.
Some of the main research topics include hardware and software techniques for computer vision, semantic
interpretation of scenes, automatic object detection, advanced algorithms for geolocated data fusion,
business intelligence algorithms, GIS, etc.
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5 Conclusions
This document provided information on the market size, its structure and key players of the general GNSS
market and more specifically within automotive industry. It provided an overview on the demands and
opportunities for HPP solution in advanced automotive markets that will be used later in developing the
business plan definition and implementation phase of WP6.
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